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Ketogenic therapy has been successfully used to treat intractable epilepsy for many years and more recently there is 

increasing interest in its use as a therapy for neurological cancers. A growing body of scientific research suggests 

this type of diet may also have potential as a treatment for a wider range of disorders which are discussed in this 

insight. 

 

The primary metabolic changes induced by ketogenic therapy are enhancement of mitochondrial function and 

reduced use of glucose as a metabolic substrate. This may convey neuroprotective benefits and provide efficient 

energy sources in neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and Amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis which are associated with mitochondrial dysfunction and metabolic abnormalities (1,2,3).  There is 

also interest in the influence of ketogenic therapy on the normal aging process in the brain (4).  

 

A particular metabolic abnormality in Alzheimer’s disease is the formation of extracellular plaques containing 

amyloid protein. A ketogenic diet protected against the effects of amyloid deposition in mice (5,6) and calorie 

restriction may also have benefits via the regulation of a family of proteins called sirtuins which are involved in 

mediating the anti-aging process (1,7). The pre-clinical stage of Alzheimer’s disease is associated with a reduction 

in brain glucose metabolism (8) which may be a contributory risk factor in development of disease as well as a 

result of the disease process. As the uptake of brain ketones remains normal these may have therapeutic benefits in 

early stages of the disease by compensating for the deficiency in glucose metabolism (8,9). The level of ketosis 

needed is likely to be lower than that in epilepsy and on-going research is examining how this might be achieved by 

a high fat diet, medium chain triglyceride (MCT) supplements or use of ketone esters. In a  randomized, double 

blind study of 152 patients with mild to moderate Alzheimers disease, the group treated with MCT ketogenic 

compound showed significant improvement in cognitive function compared with controls (10) although the benefit 

of the diet was only seen in patients lacking a particular genotype (APOε4 – a risk factor for the disease). 

Cognition-enhancing benefits of MCT may be unrelated to ketone production; treatment with C8 and C10 medium 

chain fatty acids improved cognitive performance of aged rats but did not increase their brain ketone levels (11). 

The increased essential fatty acid intake provided by a high fat diet may also improve cognitive dysfunction (12).  

 

Parkinson’s disease is characterised by the progressive death of brain dopaminergic neurons caused by 

mitochondrial dysfunction. Ketones could provide a fuel source for these at-risk neurons and the ketone-induced 

enhancement of mitochondrial function may protect cells against insults that demand a high energy supply (1). 

Animal studies suggest the ketogenic diet may protect against  dopaminergic neurodegeneration and improve motor 

function (13, 14) with glutathione playing an important role (15). A feasibility study on use of the ketogenic diet in 

7 patients with Parkinson’s disease reported a decrease in the average disease rating score in the 5 patients who 

completed the trial (16). 
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is a progressive motor neuron disease that leads to weakness and loss of skeletal 

muscle.  There are no published results from clinical studies but animal studies indicate that a ketogenic diet may 

help slow the progressive loss of neurons by increasing mitochondrial function and ATP production (17,18), 

although a high calorie diet per se may also prolong survival in this group (19). There is clearly future potential for 

using ketogenic therapy within the management of neurodegenerative and neuromuscular disorders but further 

studies are needed before it can be incorporated into clinical practice in order to clarify who would benefit from 

this type of treatment and how best it should be implemented.  

 

There is some evidence from animal studies suggesting that ketogenic therapy may have a role in protecting the 

brain from trauma and ischaemia (1,2); again further studies are needed. One small study which treated autistic 

children with an intermittently-applied modified MCT diet has suggested that ketogenic therapy may be of benefit 

in this group (20). However the study has potential limitations (1,2), and further work is needed before any 

recommendations can be made. Other reports have suggested a modified Atkins style ketogenic diet could be used 

to treat headache (21) and narcolepsy (22). Further research is again necessary. 
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